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Experimental Investigation of a Two-Qubit Decoherence-Free Subspace
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We thoroughly explore the phenomenon of a decoherence-free subspace (DFS) for two-qubit systems.
Specifically, we both collectively and noncollectively decohere entangled polarization-encoded two-
qubit states using thick birefringent crystals. These results characterize the basis-dependent effect of
decoherence on the four Bell states, the robustness of the DFS state against perturbations in the
assumption of collective decoherence, and the existence of a DFS for each type of stable noncollective
decoherence. Finally, we investigate the effects of collective and noncollective dissipation.
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jfieldAi � �j"i � j#i� � jfieldBi. Tracing over the state of

decoherence-free state — not necessarilya Bell state —
for each type of stable noncollective decoherence.
Quantum computation enables the use of certain algo-
rithms — factoring [1], simulation of quantum systems
[2], database searching [3] — superior to any available on
a classical system. To realize a working quantum com-
puter, however, the problem of decoherence must be over-
come. Decoherence occurs when quantum bits, internal to
the quantum computer, couple to external degrees of
freedom that are unmeasured. A pure quantum super-
position of qubits is thereby transformed into a mixed
state. While error-correcting codes [4] or dynamical de-
coupling [5] act to minimize these effects, it is possible to
perform quantum operations in a space fundamentally
immune to certain types of decoherence. Qubits can be
imbedded in a ‘‘decoherence-free subspace’’ (DFS) [6] in
such a way as to be unaffected by collective deco-
herence or dissipation (energy loss), and robust against
noncollective perturbations.While the existence of a DFS
was first experimentally demonstrated in 2000 [7] and
subsequently verified in several qubit systems [8,9], and
even recently used to implement actual quantum algo-
rithms [10], until now no experiment has systematically
explored how noncollective, multiple-basis environments
affect input states. Here we experimentally investigate
how a complete basis of polarization-encoded Bell states,
including a DFS, evolve under collective and noncollec-
tive decohering and dissipative conditions. All theoretical
curves found in this Letter were produced using both a
full quantum optical treatment of polarization states in
birefringent media (see [11]) and a simple model of spin
states in randomly varying magnetic fields. This not only
emphasizes the generality of these results but allows the
use of the simpler spin model for illustration of the
fundamentals of decoherence-free subspaces.

To this end, consider decohering a spin- 12 particle
initially in the pure state j ii � �j"i � j#i�=

���
2

p
. Let a

random magnetic field—not controllable by the ex-
perimenter — have an equal chance to apply either an
ei� (field A) or an ei2� (field B) phase factor to j#i. This
produces the entangled state j i � 1 
�j"i � j #i� �
0031-9007=04=92(14)=147901(4)$22.50 
the field, we find the system in the totally mixed ensemble
�mixed �

1
2 �j"ih"j � j#ih#j�. The presence of a degree of

freedom which is, in principle, measurable has made the
j"i � j#i and j"i � j#i states distinguishable [12] and has
destroyed their coherence. This model of decoherence can
vary in either basis (with the random phases applied to a
state other than j#i) or strength [13].

It is impossible to avoid decoherence on a single qubit
without eliminating all external couplings. At the two-
qubit level, however, we find that a single state is immune
to many effects of this type. Specifically, when the singlet
state j �i � �1=

���
2

p
��j"i1j#i2 � j#i1j"i2� is subjected to a

random magnetic field which induces arbitrary phases
ei	A or ei	B to the j #i state of both qubits 1 and 2, the
resulting state is

j itotal �
1

2

�j"i1ei	A j#i2 � ei	A j#i1j"i2� � jfieldAi

� �j"i1e
i	B j#i2 � ei	B j#i1j"i2� � jfieldBi

�j �i �
1
���
2

p �ei	A jfieldAi � ei	B jfieldBi�: (1)

Under the assumption of collective decoherence, that the
field acts in the same basis for both qubits, the field has no
effect on the singlet state, regardless of the specific
phases 	A and 	B. Note that the state j �i � �1=

���
2

p
� �

�j"i1j#i2 � j#i1j"i2� is also immune to decoherence in the
" � # basis; together j �i and j �i form the simplest
DFS, a 1-qubit basis immune to collective decoherence
restricted to the j0i � j1i basis (j"i � j#i for spin, jHi �
jVi for polarization) [8]. While j �i will degrade when
subjected to decoherence in any basis other than " � # ,
j �i is decoherence-free in every basis.

If the decoherence affecting qubit 1 differs in either
strength or basis from that affecting qubit 2, then it is
‘‘noncollective.’’ Although the singlet state is largely
unaffected even by somewhat noncollective deco-
herence (see below), there is always a completely
2004 The American Physical Society 147901-1
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We have investigated collective and noncollective de-
coherence using a source of entangled photon pairs [14].
Our logical basis states are horizontal (H) and verti-
cal (V) polarization. The photon pairs are produced via
spontaneous parametric down-conversion in thin non-
linear crystals (beta-barium-borate, BBO) crystals cut
for type-I phase matching. An 80-mW 45�-polarized
pump beam (at 351 nm) is directed through two or-
thogonally oriented thin BBO crystals such that the
pump can either down-convert into two H photons in
the first crystal or two V photons in the second crystal
(at 702 nm). This yields the Bell state j �i � �1=

���
2

p
� �

�jHijHi � jVijVi�. The other three Bell states can be
generated by applying a simple unitary operation in one
arm. The Bell states are then used as the input to various
decohering or dissipating apparatuses (see Fig. 1).

Quantum state tomography [15] allows analysis and
characterization of these Bell states both with and
without decoherence. State tomography uses a series of
correlation measurements (e.g., HH, HV, and V45�) to
reconstruct the density matrix of the incident state. Each
correlation measurement is performed using a polariza-
tion analyzer in each arm, consisting of a half wave plate,
quarter wave plate, and polarizing beam splitter, which
together allow projection into any polarization basis.

Decoherence in our experiment is controllably intro-
duced using a thick (11 mm) piece of birefringent quartz
in each arm; the quartz separates the ordinarily and
extraordinarily polarized wave packets by approximately
140 wavelengths along the propagation axis, approxi-
mately the coherence length of the down-converted light
after a 5-nm (FWHM) bandwidth interference filter.
Because the H and V components of the light are sepa-
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FIG. 1. A schematic of our experimental setup. Photons in the
maximally entangled state j �i � �jHHi � jVVi�=

���
2

p
are pro-

duced when 45� polarized pump light is directed through two
adjacent nonlinear crystals [14]. Two half wave plates imme-
diately after the crystals are used to interchange between the
four Bell states within a phase factor. This phase factor is
adjusted by tilting a quarter wave plate. Depending on the
experiment, either decohering elements or dissipative elements
are inserted into both paths. The final state of the light is
determined by making a series of polarization correlation
measurements in various bases, and from these deducing
what the density matrix of the output light is, which may
then be compared with the input density matrix.
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rated by the coherence length, these become, in principle,
temporally distinguishable with respect to one another.
This acts as a label (the relative timing and the polariza-
tion become entangled) and therefore induces decoher-
ence in the ordinary-extraordinary basis of the quartz
crystal. Half wave plates before and after the decoherers
(see Fig. 1) induce rotations which allow each decoherer
to effectively operate in any linear polarization basis. For
a complete treatment of this type of photon state deco-
herence, see reference [11].

For collective decoherence, these wave plates rotate
together [16], ensuring that the two environments always
operate in the same basis. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of
collective decoherence by plotting the fidelity [17] be-
tween input Bell states and the same states after they pass
through the decoherer; as predicted, the singlet state is
decoherence-free in every collective linear basis.

Another predicted [18] (but until now unverified) bene-
fit of a DFS is that it should be robust against perturba-
tions; i.e., when the decoherence has a small noncollective
component, the DFS basis states will still be largely
decoherence-free. One way to investigate the dependence
of a DFS’s effectiveness on noncollective effects is to
apply the decoherence in each arm in a different basis,
using the basis selection half wave plates (see Fig. 1).
Figure 3(a) shows the fidelity of the output state with the
input Bell state when the decohering basis in arm 1 is
fixed at 15� while the decohering basis in arm 2 is varied
from 0� to 30�. Notice that the fidelity of the DFS state
j �i falls off only quadratically (rather than linearly)
with angle, showing that it is robust to perturbations in
the normal assumption of collective decoherence.

Figure 3(b) illustrates a second type of noncollective
decoherence. By varying the thickness of quartz in one
arm, the strength of the decoherence can be changed,
ranging from no decoherence (no crystal present) to total
decoherence (asymptotically approached for an infinitely
long crystal). The crystal-induced separation between the
o and e waves in arm 1 is fixed at 140�, while the thick-
ness of the crystal in arm 2 is varied. Again, the DFS state
is robust (scaling quadratically) to perturbations in the
assumption of collective decoherence.
HV + VH
HH + VV

FIG. 2 (color). Plot showing the effect of collective decoher-
ence on the four Bell states, when the decoherence is applied in
a number of different (linear polarization) bases. Solid lines
are the theoretical predictions.
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The normal DFS state, the singlet state, does deco-
here somewhat under conditions of noncollective deco-
herence, but a different DFS state exists to compensate
for these conditions. In fact, for every pair of orienta-
tions for two equal strength decohering environ-
ments there exist two special DFS states which are
completely decoherence-free under these conditions. For
example, the DFS for the conditions 15� basis in arm 1
and 45� basis in arm 2 is spanned by j ispecial �
�1=

���
2

p
��j15�ij45�i � j105�ij135�i�. Both j �i and one

of these states were subjected to this environment.
Figure 4 shows their density matrices before and after
the noncollective environment and, as expected, the sin-
glet state decoheres while j ispecial does not. These results,
coupled with the ability to exactly characterize any
source of decoherence (via quantum process tomography
[19]), allow the construction of a DFS optimized for any
(static) environment.

A problem separate from decoherence is dissipation,
whereby entire qubits have some probability of being lost,
dissipated into an unmeasured mode. Consider using a
HH+VV

HH+VV

FIG. 3 (color). Results showing the effect of noncollective
decoherence. Solid lines are theoretical predictions. (a) The
strength of the decoherence affecting each qubit is the same
(corresponding to the thickness of the decohering piece of
quartz, measured in terms of the induced longitudinal separa-
tion between the o and e wave packets), but the relative bases in
which this decoherence occurs is changed: the decoherence
basis is fixed at 15� for photon number 1, while the basis is
varied from 0� to 30� for photon number 2. (b) The orientation
of the bases are now kept fixed (15� in both arms), while the
amount of decoherence is varied for photon 2 relative to
photon 1. In all cases we see that the singlet state j �i is robust
against perturbations to the assumptions of collective decoher-
ence, falling off quadratically rather than linearly.
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state subject to dissipation for quantum cryptography
[20]. In addition to requiring additional qubits for the
same size key, if the dissipation is basis dependent (e.g.,
dissipating the j0i state more frequently than the
j1i state), Bob has a chance to incorrectly measure the
�j0i � j1i�=

���
2

p
states sent by Alice. Dissipation of a single

qubit may be characterized by a basis (e.g., j0i and j1i)
and a ratio (e.g., dissipates twice as much j0i as j1i). As
for the case of decoherence, dissipation can be collective
(affecting each qubit of a multiple qubit system identi-
cally) or noncollective (differing from qubit to qubit in
either basis or ratio). A DFS state subject to collective
dissipative conditions will sometimes be destroyed, but
never measured incorrectly.

Our dissipative environments were experimentally
realized using tilted glass plates so that H polarization
had different transmission than V (TH�0:86;TV�0:21).
As before, we subjected the Bell states to both collective
and noncollective environments. In Fig. 5(a) the collec-
tive dissipation results show that j �i and j �i form
a dissipation-free subspace (subjecting these states to
unbalanced dissipation in the H-V basis causes a net
loss, but never results in the states being incorrectly
measured). This is to be expected, as a dissipative envi-
ronment in the H-V basis causes jHijVi�jVijHi to be
measured as

�������
TH

p
jHi

������
TV

p
jVi�

������
TV

p
jVi

�������
TH

p
jHi�

�������
TH

p
�������

TV
p

�jHijVi�jVijHi�, i.e., the same state after renor-
malization. Because the singlet state has the same
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FIG. 4 (color). Measured density matrix elements demon-
strating that DFSs exist even when the environments acting
on the two qubits are very different. We show the effect of
different decohering elements (15� basis in arm 1 and 45�

basis in arm 2, but both the same strength) on both the singlet
state and a special state specifically calculated as the DFS for
these environments (see text). (a) The singlet state is heavily
decohered; the fidelity between the initial and final state is
�66� 2�%. (b) For these environments, a true DFS is shown.
The fidelity between the initial and final state is �98� 2�%.
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FIG. 5 (color). Plots showing the effect of dissipation on the
four Bell states. (a) The effects of collective dissipation. (b) The
effects of noncollective dissipation. The dissipating environ-
ment in arm 1 is applied at 15� while the environment in arm 2
is rotated between 0� and 30�. Solid lines are theoretical
predictions. The singlet state j �i is robust against both col-
lective and noncollective dissipation.
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representation in every basis, it is never affected by
collective dissipation. Figure 5(b) shows noncollective
dissipation with the environment in arm 1 fixed at 15�

and the environment in arm 2 varied from 0� to 30�. As
with decoherence, j �i is robust (scaling quadratically)
against perturbations to the assumption of collective dis-
sipation. Though not shown here, a special state can also
be constructed that is completely unperturbed by this
type of stable noncollective dissipation.

Our investigations of decoherence-free states have been
performed with polarization-encoded qubits. However,
the results are valid for any physical qubit implementa-
tion, e.g., ions [8] or nuclear spins [21], as long as the
qubits used to encode the decoherence-free subspace ex-
perience collective noise effects. In fact, we have verified
that the theoretical curves presented in this Letter can be
arrived at either by a direct calculation of the optical
propagation of the down-conversion photons [11] or
equivalently by the simple model of spin-1=2 particles
in a random magnetic field discussed earlier. The fact that
the DFS state is insensitive even to slightly noncollective
noise effects has important implications for fault-tolerant
quantum computing: the error introduced into the singlet
state fidelity by a 0:4� basis difference in the two deco-
hering environments is still less than 10�4.
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